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If a new pair of boots makes your heart tingle and your spirit soar, don t miss this wild and wacky coloring book with uplifting words and delightfully zany characters that encourage you to chase your dreams in the cutest pair of boots you own. "
A swing in a forbidden summerhouse takes Eleanor, Edward, and Georgie on some remarkable journeys.
The first dual biography of the most remarkable political friendship of the twentieth century.
Whether students become accountants or managers, business owners or bankers, it is important that they understand the nature of financial reporting and how the decisions made by managers affect corporations. Financial Accounting, 6th edition will provide students with a succinct, accessible and coherent introduction to basic financial accounting concepts combined with a strong focus on the use of financial accounting information. KEY TOPICS: The Financial Statements; Recording Business Transactions; Accrual Accounting and
the Financial Statements; Cash and Receivables; Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold; Property, Plant, and Equipment, and Intangible Assets; Investments and the Time Value of Money; Liabilities; Shareholders' Equity; The Statement of Cash Flows; Financial Statement Analysis MARKET: Appropriate for Introduction to Financial Accounting courses.
Swing in the Summerhouse
Environmental Oceanography: Topics and Analysis
Quilts Inspired by President Barack Obama
Electrical Technologies and Inventor Identities on Trial in Britain
Basic Electronics
Vespasian's mission will lead to violence, mayhem, and theft—and in the end, to a betrayal so great it will echo through the ages Vespasian is serving as a military officer on the outskirts of the Roman Empire, suppressing local troubles and defending the Roman way. But political events in Rome—Tiberius's increasingly insane debauchery, the escalating grain crisis—draw him back to the city. When Caligula becomes Emperor, Vespasian believes that things will improve. Instead, he watches the young emperor deteriorate from Rome's shining star to a blood-crazed, incestuous, all-powerful madman. Lavish building projects, endless games,
public displays of his relationship with his sister, Drusilla, and a terrified senate are as nothing to Caligula's most ambitious plan: to bridge the bay of Neapolis and ride over it wearing Alexander's breastplate. And it falls to Vespasian to travel to Alexandria and steal it from Alexander's mausoleum.
Accounting for financial instruments is one of the most complex and taxing areas in accounting today that needs to be understood by all practicing accountants. The International Financial Reporting Standards that govern this area of accounting are often difficult to understand and interpret. PwC’s Manual of Accounting - Financial Instruments 2012 is a thoroughly comprehensive, clearly explained and informative guide to these standards. It contains practical worked examples and extracts from company financial statements that help to illustrate the explanations. Key changes from previous edition include updated guidance on:
IFRS 9 - including aspects on liabilities issued in November 2010; Consequential amendments of IFRS 9; IASB amendment to IFRS 7, ’Financial instruments: Presentation’, on derecognition; Annual improvements 2010; IFRIC agenda decisions; New extracts and examples. This book draws on the combined expertise and experience of financial instrument specialists in PWC’s Global Accounting Consulting Services team. It will be of particular interest to preparers and users of IFRS financial statements and others who require a detailed knowledge of financial instruments accounting. Analysts, academics and students will also find it a
valuable reference tool.
Journey of Hope is a gallery of more than 100 stunning quilts inspired by President Obama’s path to the White House. The works range from the poignantly abstract to the grippingly realistic and feature techniques including piecing, painting, appliqué, embroidery, dyeing, beading, and more. Filled with the spirit of renewal and change that fueled the Obama campaign, Journey of Hope is a celebration of our patchwork heritage and the quilter’s art.
Thomas Sheridan's study of the municipio of Cucurpe, Sonora, offers new insight into the ability of peasants to respond to ecological and political change. In order to survive as small rancher-farmers, the Cucurpe–os battle aridity and one another in a society characterized by sharp economic inequality and long-standing conflict over the distribution of land and water. Sheridan has written an ethnography of resource control, one that weds the approaches of political economy and cultural ecology in order to focus upon both the external linkages and internal adaptations that shape three peasant corporate communities. He examines the
ecological and economic constraints which scarce and necessary resources place upon households in Cucurpe, and then investigates why many such households have formed corporate communities to insure their access to resources beyond their control. Finally, he identifies the class differences that exist within the corporate communities as well as between members of those organizations and the private ranchers who surround them. Where the Dove Calls (the meaning of "Cucurpe" in the language of the Opata Indians), an important contribution to peasant studies, reveals the household as the basic unit of Cucurpe society. By viewing
Cucurpe's corporate communities as organizations of fiercely independent domestic units rather than as expressions of communal solidarity, Sheridan shows that peasants are among the exploiters as well as the exploited. Cucurpe_os struggle to maintain the autonomy of their households even as they join together to protect corporate grazing lands and irrigation water. Any attempt to weaken or destroy that independence is met with opposition that ranges from passive resistance to violence.
A Revolutionary Friendship
Basic Transport Phenomena in Biomedical Engineering
Where the Dove Calls
Grade 5
Manual of Accounting: Financial Instruments 2012

This third edition of Basic Electrical Engineering provides a lucid exposition of the principles of electrical engineering. The book provides an exhaustive coverage of topics such as network theory and analysis, magnetic circuits and energy conversion, ac and dc machines, basic analogue instruments, and power systems. The book also gives an introduction to illumination concepts.
Need more standards support in your lesson plans? Finish Line New York ELA is the perfect fit with step-by-step instruction to help students take on the challenging nature of New York's Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS). This next generation of Finish Line includes 300+ pages of focused practice and a new lesson format. The gradual release model is extended to four parts to promote deeper learning: Skill Introduction, Focused Instruction, Guided
Practice, and Independent Practice. Guided questions model the thought process. Language Arts/Writing is integrated into the book. A full unit of writing standards helps students practice the writing process, learn how to answer open-ended questions, and apply grammar and usage conventions. Much like New York's standards and assessments, students are required to do close reading of rigorous text. Reviews include PARCC-type items, as well as multiplechoice, open-ended, and multipart questions. Finish Line is designed to supplement core basal programs, including ReadyGEN(tm) and Common Core Code X(tm).
A brilliant and poetic exploration of the way that we experience time in our everyday lives. Why does time seem so short? How does women's time differ from men's? Why does time seem to move slowly in the countryside and quickly in cities? How do different cultures around the world see time? In A Sideways Look at Time, Jay Griffiths takes readers on an extraordinary tour of time as we have never seen it before. With this dazzling and defiant work, Griffiths
introduces us to dimensions of time that are largely forgotten in our modern lives. She presents an infectious argument for other, more magical times, the diverse cycles of nature, of folktale or carnival, when time is unlimited and on our side. This is a book for those who suspect that there's more to time than clocks. Irresistible and provocative, A Sideways Look at Time could change the way we view time-forever.
A visit to the magnificent Pyramids of Giza, the one remaining Wonder of the ancient world, is incomplete without enjoying the performance of the spectacular Sound & Light Show of music, historical narration, and lights and images played out on the ancient stones themselves and on the eternal Sphinx. This new, full-color presentation serves as the ideal record--or foretaste--of the Pyramids Sound & Light experience, with a historical introduction to the
Pyramid Age by internationally renowned Egyptologist Zahi Hawass, and the complete script of the show, accompanied by over 60 beautiful photographs of the light show and of the Giza Pyramids and temples and other pyramids of Egypt.
Grammar for Writing Workbook, Grade 9
Wonders of the Pyramids
Into the Community
Dietary Supplements
False God of Rome

This text combines material from the traditional electronic curcuits course with communication theory. It focuses on three areas: the use of frequencies above 100MHz; use of digital recievers; and using SPICE for curcuit analysis.
Presents a guide to America's national parks, including tips on exploration, information about animals, and fun facts.
Environmental Oceanography: Towards a Sustainable Marine Environment is an interactive text and casebook designed to teach students about pressing marine environmental issues using critical thinking and basic math. The text uses an innovative approach to teaching environmental oceanography, consisting of marine environmental issues resented as self-contained analytical exercises, with information and questions on sustainability integrated throughout
the text. Appropriate for a wide range of readers, Environmental Oceanography works well as a stand-alone text when supplemented with web-based activities, a lab-based course book, and as a supplement to main texts in oceanography and marine science for those instructors who would like to add an active learning focus to their course. Regardless of whether you are teaching a large or small course, Environmental Oceanography will engage and excite your
students and prompt them to think critically about pressing environmental issues.
Captain Grayson Montgomery's mouth has landed him in trouble again (quite literally)! Unfortunately for him, this time it's not something a cleverly worded sentence and a handsome smile can fix. Having been informed he'll either have to marry or be demoted and sentenced to hard labor for the remainder of his tour, he proposes, only to discover those years of hard labor may have been the easier choice for his heart.
Journey of Hope
The Political Ecology of a Peasant Corporate Community in Northwestern Mexico
The Sound and Light of Giza
Patently Contestable
A New Look at Today's Evangelical Church in the Light of Early Christianity
*Covers the entire careers of all three in one entertaining and educational narrative. *Includes pictures of Meade, Hancock, Chamberlain, and important people, places, and events in their lives. *Includes a Bibliography of each man for further reading. Despite the fact that the Civil War began over 150 years ago, it remains one of the most widely discussed topics in America today, with Americans arguing over its causes, reenacting its famous battles, and debating which general was
better than others. Americans continue to be fascinated by the Civil War icons who made the difference between victory and defeat in the war's great battles. Naturally, as the most famous and biggest battle of the Civil War, Gettysburg has been studied intensely for nearly 150 years, as every decision by the battle's generals has been dissected over and over again. With that, the men most responsible for the Union victory there have been immortalized. Ironically, one of the generals
who often escapes the attention of Civil War fans who compile the lists of best generals is the man who won the war's most famous battle, George G. Meade (1815-1872). During the first half of the war, Meade rose from command of a brigade to command of a division and finally command of the entire Army of the Potomac just days before the Battle of Gettysburg. Naturally, he is best known for defeating Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern Virginia at Gettysburg in July 1863,
although he's not nearly as well remembered as his Confederate counterpart. After the Battle of Chancellorsville, Winfield Scott Hancock fortuitously became the new II Corps commander in the Army of the Potomac, just in time to deliver his greatest performance of all. At Gettysburg, Hancock was the commanding general in the field on Day 1, as Meade and the rest of the Union army arrived later that night. On Day 2, Hancock's men assisted Sickles' III Corps when Sickles
disobeyed orders and moved it forward, creating a gap in the Union lines. And on Day 3, Hancock's greatest day of the war, he was seriously injured and nearly bled to death while leading his men in their decisive repulse of Pickett's Charge. Chamberlain had a respectable Civil War career and life, but he had been largely forgotten in the decades after the Civil War, with the focus on more influential commanding generals and their principal subordinates. Then a remarkable thing
happened with the 1974 publication of Michael Sharaa's The Killer Angels, a Pulitzer Prize winning historical fiction that focuses on the Battle of Gettysburg and its influential generals and leaders. In one fell swoop, Michael Sharaa breathed life back into the reputations of men like John Buford and Joshua Chamberlain, cast as the Union heroes of Day 1 and Day 2 respectively that made victory at Gettysburg possible. In the novel, Chamberlain's regiment holds the high ground
against a series of desperate Confederate charges, and when they ran out of gunpowder, Chamberlain ordered a brave bayonet charge that drove the Confederates in their front from the fight. With that, the Union's left flank was saved. The Heroes of Gettysburg comprehensively covers the leadership of all three at Gettysburg, but it also chronicles their entire lives and careers, humanizing the stoic Chamberlain, physically intimidating Hancock, and the surly but modest Meade.
Along with bibliographies and pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Heroes of Gettysburg like you never have before.
This text is clearly set out with an excellent combination of clear examples and explanations, and plenty of practice material - ideal for supporting students who are working alone. Each chapter concludes with a selection of exam-style questions, giving students lots of practice for the real thing.
How does an act of kindness result in... marriage?One carefree cowboy is about to find out in this sweet historical romance!Born dirt-poor into a life of hardship, Allie Tillman seizes the opportunity to better her situation by answering an advertisement for a mail-order bride in the West. Upon her arrival in Baker City, Oregon, she discovers her intended is a low-down, lying thief. Determined not to marry him, she grasps at the one thing that will keep him from forcing her to be his
wife - marrying another man. Good-natured cowboy Ben Amick had no idea a simple trip into town would completely change his life. When he happens upon a mail-order bride desperate to avoid marrying her fianc�, Ben does the first thing that pops into his head and weds her. Willingly, he gives her the protection of his name and his arms, never expecting her to capture his heart.Humorous, heartfelt, and awash in sweet romance, Bobbins and Boots captures the tender and
tumultuous emotions of falling in love.
Standard print ed. originally published: London: Hutchinson, 1961.
Will the Real Heretics Please Stand Up
Current Good Manufacturing Practice, Labeling and Premarket Notification Concise Reference
Modern Communication Circuits
Introducing Pure Mathematics
National Parks Guide U.S.A.

Captures an energy charged tour of the globe by two of Britain's best known and most colourful climbers. Having honed their rock and ice skills on home turf, Neil Gresham and Tim Emmett set out on a crusade which landed them in scrapes in such unlikely destinations as Mongolia, Cuba, Brazil, Quebec and Vietnam.
This superior resource will help you understand the current practice of community health nursing; address legal, ethical, cultural, and financial issues; promote health education and preventive care for families; explore the role of community mental health nursing; improve geriatric ambulatory nursing care; and more. Plus, the features that effectively help you focus your study: "The
Nurse Speaks" sections offer a personal glimpse into the community-based nurse's role and illustrate the differences between in-hospital and community-based care; Clinical Applications offer pertinent case studies that apply theory to practice; "Stop and Think" questions provide opportunities for critical thinking and promote problem solving; Learning Objectives, Key Terms, and Chapter
Summaries set goals, identify essential concepts, and enhance learning; References and Additional Readings lead the way to further investigation; useful appendices address timely topics such as Death and Dying Customs Among Religious Groups in the U.S. and promote cultural sensitivity; and helpful glossary highlights need-to-know terms.
The first book in a brand-new series, The Black Cobra Quartet, from New York Times and USA Today bestselling romance author Stephanie Laurens, The Untamed Bride is the story of a bold, beautiful woman with a scandalous past and a battle-hardened, sinfully wealthy, completely unstoppable man who must join forces to fight a deadly foe known only as the Black Cobra—and who must also
confront the dangers of the heart . . .
If you're tired of shelling out cash for protein bars and energy bars at the store, make 'em at home! The DIY Protein Bars Cookbook is a collection of 48 healthy no-bake protein bars recipes to satisfy your sweet tooth! They're so tasty and good for you, you'll never go back to the store-bought stuff again. The recipes are (or can easily be made) gluten-free, dairy-free, soy-free, and
vegan. Every recipe is all-natural (unlike most store-bought protein bars) and comes with a nutrition label so you can see the macros (calories, fat, carbs, protein, etc.) of each serving.
EASY, HEALTHY, HOMEMADE
Advanced Electrical Technology
The House at Old Vine
Nursing in Ambulatory and Home Care
A Sideways Look at Time
This book is designed to be a unified reference source for the U.S. Food and Drug Adminstration's Dietary Supplements regulations, guidance, and associated documents. Dietary Supplements Regulations and Guidance: * FDA Overview and Orientation * Introduction to Dietary Supplements * Part I: Regulations - Part 111: Current Good Manufacturing Practice in Manufacturing, Packaging, Labeling, or Holding Operations for Dietary Supplements - Part 101: Food Labeling - Part 190: Diettary Supplements * Part II: Legislative Acts and
Significant Amendments - Dietary Supplement and Nonprescription Drug Consumer Protection Act - Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994 * Part III: Guidance and Associated Documents - Dietary Supplements Final Rule - Dietary Supplement Current Good Manufacturing Practices (CGMPs) and Interim Final Rule (IFR) Facts - Dietary Supplement Labeling Guide - Structure/Function Claims, Small Entity Compliance Guide - Notification of a Health Claim or Nutrient Content Claim Based on an Authoritative Statement of a
Scientific Body - Questions and Answers Regarding Adverse Event Reporting and Recordkeeping for Dietary Supplements as Required by the Dietary Supplement and Nonprescription Drug Consumer Protection Act - Responses to Questions about Codex and Dietary Supplements Reference Tools * Part IV: Combined Glossary and Index
This is a Pageburst digital textbook; the product description may vary from the print textbook. User-friendly and comprehensive, this essential resource covers all aspects of canine, feline, and equine diagnostic radiology and interpretation. It features relevant coverage of the physics of radiology, CT, and MRI, as well as valuable information on patient positioning and management, radiographic technique and safety measures, normal and abnormal anatomy, radiographic viewing and interpretation, and alternative imaging modalities. This
edition features more than 500 additional images, a new chapter on the principles of digital imaging, and expanded coverage of brain and spinal cord imaging. Features comprehensive, logically organized coverage of the latest advances in imaging techniques and interpretation for the dog, cat, and horse. A body systems approach presents information in a logical progression, covering skeletal versus soft tissue structures, normal anatomy, general radiographic changes, and the most common abnormalities affecting each particular
system. Discussion of the physics of radiology, CT, and MRI offers a better understanding of the radiographic process. An atlas of normal radiographic anatomy of the dog and horse offers a basis for comparison to assist in recognizing abnormal findings. Information on radiation safety highlights safety measures associated with ionizing radiation. A self-assessment section at the end of each chapter evaluates understanding of key concepts and clinical applications. High-quality radiographic images, illustrations, tables, and charts
throughout clarify important concepts and interpretative principles. A new chapter on Digital Images and Digital Radiographic Image Capture (Chapter 2). Updated and expanded coverage of brain and spinal cord imaging, including CT and MRI. More than 500 additional radiographic images that clarify key concepts.
An examination of the fierce disputes that arose in Britain in the decades around 1900 concerning patents for electrical power and telecommunications. Late nineteenth-century Britain saw an extraordinary surge in patent disputes over the new technologies of electrical power, lighting, telephony, and radio. These battles played out in the twin tribunals of the courtroom and the press. In Patently Contestable, Stathis Arapostathis and Graeme Gooday examine how Britain's patent laws and associated cultures changed from the 1870s to
the 1920s. They consider how patent rights came to be so widely disputed and how the identification of apparently solo heroic inventors was the contingent outcome of patent litigation. Furthermore, they point out potential parallels between the British experience of allegedly patentee-friendly legislation introduced in 1883 and a similar potentially empowering shift in American patent policy in 2011. After explaining the trajectory of an invention from laboratory to Patent Office to the court and the key role of patent agents, Arapostathis
and Gooday offer four case studies of patent-centered disputes in Britain. These include the mostly unsuccessful claims against the UK alliance of Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Edison in telephony; publicly disputed patents for technologies for the generation and distribution of electric power; challenges to Marconi's patenting of wireless telegraphy as an appropriation of public knowledge; and the emergence of patent pools to control the market in incandescent light bulbs.
This will be a substantial revision of a good selling text for upper division/first graduate courses in biomedical transport phenomena, offered in many departments of biomedical and chemical engineering. Each chapter will be updated accordingly, with new problems and examples incorporated where appropriate. A particular emphasis will be on new information related to tissue engineering and organ regeneration. A key new feature will be the inclusion of complete solutions within the body of the text, rather than in a separate solutions
manual. Also, Matlab will be incorporated for the first time with this Fourth Edition.
The Heroes of Gettysburg
The Officer and the Traveler
Bobbins and Boots
Little Voices Praise Him
Finish Line New York ELA

Over 70 practical recipes to help you create scalable websites using the Django 1.8 framework About This Book This is the latest book on the market that will help you take advantage of the new features added to Django 1.8 This book consists of recipes of varying complexities to help you create multilingual, responsive, and scalable websites with Django This updated edition teaches you major Django
functions and will help you improve your skills by developing models, forms, views, and templates Who This Book Is For This book is for intermediate-level and professional Django users who need to build projects that are multilingual, functional on devices of different screen sizes, and that scale over a period of time. If you have created websites with Django but you want to sharpen your knowledge and learn
some good approaches to different aspects of web development, you should definitely read this book. What You Will Learn Get started with the basic configuration necessary to start any Django project Build a database structure out of reusable model mixins Manage forms and views and get to know some useful patterns that are used to create them Create handy template filters and tags that you can reuse in
every project Integrate your own functionality into the Django CMS Manage hierarchical structures with MPTT Import data from local sources and external web services as well as exporting your data to third parties Implement a multilingual search with Haystack Test and deploy your project efficiently In Detail Django is a web framework that was designed to strike a balance between rapid web development
and high performance. It has the capacity to handle applications with high levels of user traffic and interaction, and can integrate with massive databases on the backend, constantly collecting and processing data in real time. Through this book, you'll discover that collecting data from different sources and providing it to others in different formats isn't as difficult as you thought. It follows a task-based
approach to guide you through all the web development processes using the Django framework. We'll start by setting up the virtual environment for a Django project and configuring it. Then you'll learn to write reusable pieces of code for your models and find out how to manage database schema changes using South migrations. After that, we'll take you through working with forms and views to enter and list
data. With practical examples on using templates and JavaScript together, you will discover how to create the best user experience. In the final chapters, you'll be introduced to some programming and debugging tricks and finally, you will be shown how to test and deploy the project to a remote dedicated server. By the end of this book, you will have a good understanding of the new features added to Django
1.8 and be an expert at web development processes. Style and approach Every chapter consists of practical examples and a mix of basic and advanced recipes that will guide you through the entire web development process, starting from project configuration and taking you right through to deployment.
Weygandt helps corporate managers see the relevance of accounting in their everyday lives. Challenging accounting concepts are introduced with examples that are familiar to them, which helps build motivation to learn the material. Accounting issues are also placed within the context of marketing, management, IT, and finance. The new Do It! feature reinforces the basics by providing quick-hitting examples
of brief exercises. The chapters also incorporate the All About You (AAY) feature as well as the Accounting Across the Organization (AAO) boxes that highlight the impact of accounting concepts. With these features, corporate managers will learn the concepts and understand how to effectively apply them.
The Daniel Plan Jumpstart Guide provides a birds-eye view of getting your life on track to better health in five key areas: Faith, Food, Fitness, Focus, and Friends being the secret to a healthy lifestyle. This quick guide provides all the key principles for readers to gain a vision for health and get started. This booklet is a 40-day guide that breaks out existing content from The Daniel Plan: 40 Days to a Healthier
Life into day-by-day action toward a healthier life and encourages readers to use The Daniel Plan and its compatible journal for more information and further success.
Designed for the introductory, calculus-based physics course, Physics for Engineers and Scientists is distinguished by its lucid exposition and accessible coverage of fundamental physics concepts. The text presents a modern view of classical mechanics and electromagnetism for today's science and engineering students, including coverage of optics and quantum physics and emphasizing the relationship
between macroscopic and microscopic phenomena. Organized to address specific concepts and then build on them, the text divides each chapter into short, focused sections followed by conceptual review questions. Using real-world examples throughout the text, the authors offer a glimpse of the practical applications of physics in science and engineering and develop a solid conceptual foundation that
enables students to become better problem solvers. A well-integrated media package extends this emphasis on core concepts and problem-solving skills by offering students and instructors many diverse opportunities for active learning.
Basic Electrical Engineering
The Daniel Plan Jumpstart Guide
Daily Steps to a Healthier Life
Preposterous Tales
Interactive Reader Answer Key
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